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The development and implementation of novel diagnostic tech-
niques has had a profound effect on microbiology laboratory servi-

ces in recent decades. Traditional microscopy, culture and biochemical 
testing techniques have been the mainstay for identification and anti-
microbial susceptibility testing of microorganisms for generations 
(1,2). While these tests remain the core basis and standard practice in 
most laboratories, new techniques, such as nucleic acid-based assays 
and mass spectrometry, are increasingly being used. In some cases, 
these are enhancing existing diagnostic algorithms and, in others, they 
are replacing traditional testing approaches. Although these new tech-
niques are powerful and offer many potential advantages over trad-
itional methods, they have a number of limitations. In the present 
note, we briefly review new and evolving testing modalities in the 
microbiology laboratory. It is important to note that we did not intend 
to provide an in-depth technical appraisal of testing modalities. 
Rather, our objective was to highlight a number of new testing modal-
ities in the context of traditional testing for bedside clinicians.

The TradiTional microbiology laboraTory
Traditional or conventional microbiology testing has generally included 
microscopy, antigen detection, serology and culture. The use of micro-
scopic assessment of direct clinical specimens dates back to the advent 
of microbiology and has had an important role in rapid detection of 
bacterial, fungal and protozoal diseases (1,2). While in many cases it 
may represent a ‘gold standard’ for diagnosis, such as with malaria or 
stool parasites, in most cases, microscopy only offers a presumptive 
diagnosis that requires further confirmation with other testing modal-
ities. In the case of viruses, electron microscopy is required but this is 
rarely practical for clinical purposes. Antigen detection techniques usu-
ally use monoclonal antibodies directed against specific antigens, and 
modalities include ELISA and tagged immune-microscopy. While these 
tests are usually quite specific and positivity indicates a diagnosis, their 
sensitivity is often low and a negative result is frequently clinically 
unhelpful. Serology testing is based on the detection of a host humoral 
response to infection. In some cases, this is very specific (such as with 
HIV infection with confirmatory Western blot) while in others, cross 
reactivity and nonspecific antibodies result in high rates of false posi-
tivity. Perhaps most importantly, time is needed for host serocoversion 
to the infecting agent such that they are rarely helpful in acute disease 
diagnosis and often only helpful in retrospect. 

The principal means of conventional testing is culture. In the case 
of bacteria and fungi, clinical specimens are inoculated on a range of 
media and incubated. Use of selective and differential media may 
allow enhanced identification and suggest a presumptive diagnosis. In 
most cases, biochemical testing is then performed to identify species, 
and plating or broth dilution is used to determine antimicrobial sus-
ceptibilities. Generally speaking, when cultures are positive they rep-
resent a ‘gold standard’ diagnosis. However, occasionally, phenotypic 
testing alone presents a challenging diagnosis to species level. A 
greater problem arises with culturing due to its poor sensitivity. For 
example, blood cultures may only be positive in 10% to 15% of cases 
of severe pneumonia, and this is even lower in the presence of previous 

antimicrobial therapy. Furthermore, relying on incubation means that 
days are typically required for results for bacteria and yeast, and fre-
quently weeks or months for fungi and mycobacteria. In severe disease, 
even hourly delays in treatment may have significant adverse effects 
on outcome (3). Antimicrobial susceptibility is generally highly pre-
dictive of clinical efficacy, although inducible enzymes can be mislead-
ing and failure can occur despite initial in vitro susceptibility. Culture 
of viruses and protozoa is fraught with difficulty and rarely useful in the 
clinical microbiology laboratory. 

monoplex nucleic acid-based assays
Nucleic acid-based tests are those that detect the DNA or RNA from 
a microorganism. A variety of commercially available nucleic acid-
based tests have been developed and implemented into routine usage 
in many laboratories worldwide (4). Many laboratories also have ‘in-
house’ developed tests. In-house developed tests have the potential 
advantages of lower cost and may allow testing of agents for which 
there are no commercially available options. However, the degree of 
standardization and validation will be centre dependent.

Nucleic acid-based assays frequently use the principles (or modifi-
cations thereof) of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), in which 
specific DNA primers are used along with DNA polymerase and sub-
strate in heating-cooling cycles to amplify the target DNA (5). 
Detection of the PCR product may be through a number of modalities. 
In real-time PCR, the PCR reaction is monitored during the reactions 
such that the final product can be detected and also the amount of 
DNA in the original sample can be quantified (6,7). RNA targets can 
also be amplified in a similar manner but usually require the use of 
reverse transcriptase to convert the RNA into complementary DNA. 
There are a number of differing modalities and techniques that have 
been used for nucleic acid-based tests in clinical microbiology labora-
tories, as exemplified in Table 1. 

mulTiplex assays 
In some clinical situations, testing for the presence or absence of a 
specific organism (eg, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, gon-
orrhea, tuberculosis) is sought. However, in many others (eg, sepsis 
syndrome) testing a range of potential organisms may be desired. 
Traditionally, nucleic acid-based tests were developed to detect a sin-
gle agent. New and evolving technologies are increasingly allowing 
testing of a wide range of pathogens within a single test. 

In multiplex real-time PCR, multiple primers with differing associ-
ated detection markers are used such that multiple nucleic acid targets 
can be assayed simultaneously in a single tube. There have been exten-
sive reports of in-house developed and commercially available multi-
plex real-time PCR tests applied to diagnosis of a wide range of 
bacterial, fungal, viral and protozoal diseases in recent years (18-22). 
Commercially available multiplex PCR tests that detect a wide range 
of pathogens have been developed for infectious syndromes including 
sepsis (23-25) and respiratory tract infections (26-29). Nucleic acid-
based multiplex tests are superior to conventional testing for detection 
of respiratory pathogens where viruses are prevalent. However, 
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although results are available in a fraction of the time, this is not 
necessarily the case for bacterial and fungal diseases. For example, in 
the most studied of these for sepsis, the LightCycler SeptiFast (Roche 
Diagnostics, Germany) multiplex PCR, which tests for 25 common 
pathogens from blood samples, has been found in a recent review to 
have an approximate overall sensitivity of 75% and specificity of 92% 
for bacteremia/fungemia, with better performance in general for bac-
terial pathogens (23). 

A potential limitation of multiplex PCR is that as the number of 
pathogens tested increases, the possibility for interactions or cross-
reactivity increases. Microarrays and microbead technologies have 
been developed to further facilitate simultaneous testing of a broad 
range of pathogens with a high degree of sensitivity and specificity 
within a single assay. Microarrays enable the testing of multiple indi-
vidual monoplex assays within a single microtesting card. Microarrays 
have been developed for panel testing of positive blood cultures, 
enteropathogens, and a wide range of β-lactamase resistance genes 
with high sensitivity and specificity (30-33). Luminex (Luminex 
Molecular Diagnostics, USA) multiplex bead-based technology has 
evolved from flow-cytometry and has been successfully applied to both 
immune assays and nucleic acid-based tests (34). In this technology, 
microscopic colour-coded beads (microspheres) are linked to a reagent 
that is then assayed with a light source that analyzes each reagent with 
a paired reporter dye. DNA-tagged tests can include up to 100 analytes 
within a single sample. This technology has been successfully demon-
strated to be highly efficient and to accurately identify a range of patho-
gens including those from stool and the respiratory tract (35,36). 

sequence-based TesTing
DNA sequencing has undergone major advances in recent decades. 
While previously a labourious, slow and expensive process limited only 
to large research laboratories, technological advancements and auto-
mation have made sequencing significantly more affordable and effi-
cient, and has allowed its implementation into smaller reference and 
mid-to-large clinical microbiology laboratories. While phenotypic 
identification, including morphological and biochemical characteriza-
tion, has traditionally been the standard for the speciation of microor-
ganisms, this has now been replaced by sequencing. 

In bacteria and fungi, sequence-based identification of 16S and 
18S ribosomal RNA genes, respectively, has become the standard for 
classification. The general process involves isolation of microorgan-
isms using standard techniques, amplification by PCR, purification of 
the product and then sequencing. Ribosomal RNA genes are used as 
the primary targets because they are highly conserved among species 
and, thus, enable accurate identification (37). Universal primers that 
are complementary to the highly conserved regions across all bacteria 
are used. The resulting sequence is then compared with reference 
databanks to identify the organism. While widely regarded as the ‘gold 
standard’ test for organism identification, a number of considerations, 
most importantly its relatively high cost, precludes its routine use in 
the clinical microbiology laboratory (38). Several studies have docu-
mented its value as a complementary test to conventional culture in 
challenging-to-diagnose infections (39,40). Unlike with bacteria and 
fungi, for which conventional phenotypic testing remains the standard 
for assessment of antimicrobial resistance, sequence-based testing of 
viruses has become the standard means of evaluation for antiviral 
resistance. 

mass specTromeTry
The most recent and important development in the clinical micro-
biology laboratory has been advances in mass spectrometry technology 
and its application to biomolecules (41). Traditional mass spectrom-
etry uses thermal vaporization to convert and separate molecules into 
gas phase ions for spectrometry. However, because of degradation, this 
approach is not suitable for large biomolecules. In response, matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) has 
been developed (42). In MALDI-TOF, samples are embedded in a 
small organic compound crystalline structure of small organic com-
pound matrix and are then deposited on a conductive sample support 
for ultraviolet laser desorption for spectrometric analysis. By using this 
approach, analysis of biomolecules, such as DNA, peptides and pro-
teins, is possible. 

In the clinical microbiology laboratory setting, bacterial or fungal 
colonies are subjected to MALDI-TOF analysis and the resulting spec-
trum is then compared (12) with spectra from reference databases. The 
MALDI-TOF procedure requires minimal sample preparation, 

TabLe 1
examples of nucleic acid-based tests in the clinical microbiology laboratory

Test modality Description Comments Common examples
Selected 

references
Polymerase chain 

reaction
DNA amplified by thermocycling with heat stable  

DNA polymerase 
Broad applicability and highly 

amenable to in-house test 
development; heat cycling 
required

Broad range of viruses,  
bacteria and protozoa

5,6,8,9

Ligase chain reaction Four DNA primers with sequence gap ligated by DNA 
ligase in setting of target DNA

Highly specific; sensitivity limited Not widely currently used 7

Nucleic acid 
sequence-based 
amplification

RNA amplified isothermally through complementary 
double stranded DNA intermediate; reverse 
transcriptase, RNAse H, and T7 polymerase 

Highly sensitive Hepatits C virus, HIV,  
cytomegalvirus, 
enteroviruses, methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus 

10,11

Transcription- 
mediated 
amplification

RNA amplified isothermally through complementary 
double-stranded DNA intermediate; reverse 
transcriptase, RNA polymerase

Highly sensitive Mycobacteria, Neisseria, 
chlamydia

12

Branched DNA Signal amplification by branched enzyme conjugated 
hybridization probes

Signal amplification but not nucleic 
acid amplification; technically 
simple; quantitative

HIV, hepatitis B, hepatitis C 13

Strand displacement 
amplification

Two sets of primers, exonuclease deficient, DNA 
polymerase, and restriction nuclease used to generate a 
hemiphosphorinated DNA hybrid; restriction enzyme nick 
promotes DNA systhesis as DNA polymerase repairs 

Highly specific and sensitive. 
Limited to DNA

Mycobacteria, chlamydia, 
gonorrhea, herpes simplex 
virus 

14-16

Hybrid capture RNA probes hybridized to DNA target, antibody capture 
and signal amplification

Human papillomavirus 17
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is analyzed very quickly and an identification result to the genera or 
species level is typically available within minutes of sample applica-
tion. The resulting identification is highly accurate and generally 
comparable with automatic biochemical testing (43). This is also the 
case for mycobacteria (44). In many cases, identification among spe-
cies or even strains within genera is possible (45). However, in some 
other cases, it may not differentiate closely related organisms such as 
between Escherichia coli and Shigella species, and among different viri-
dans group streptococci (41). Importantly, the output from a MALDI-
TOF analysis includes an estimate of the probability of a match such 
that a level of confidence is available with the determination. It is 
important to recognize that the ability of MALDI-TOF to correctly 
identify isolates is, in part, predicated on the quality of the reference 
spectra database. Earlier studies and those with fewer isolates included 
in the reference spectra have been less accurate (43,46). 

While the value of MALDI-TOF for organism identification is 
readily apparent, there is now increasing evidence that this technique 
may be further applied in other areas (47). While a recent and evolv-
ing area, several investigators have used MALDI-TOF to rapidly and 
accurately identify organisms with a range of β-lactamases, identify 
vancomycin-resistant enterococci, and differentiate between methicillin-
sensitive and methicillin-resistant S aureus (47). There is also great 
promise for developing this technique for the detection and subtyping 
of viruses (48).

There are at least two major manufacturers of MALDI-TOF instru-
ments, and these are progressively becoming implemented in clinical 
laboratories. For example, approximately one-half of hospital labora-
tories in France now use this technology (49). While having high 
initial acquisition costs for the machine, MALDI-TOF has the benefit 
that day-to-day consumables are of minimal cost and the need to refer 
strains to reference laboratories is markedly reduced. 

conclusion
The recent decades have witnessed a major change in the clinical 
microbiology laboratory. The development of nucleic acid-based 
tests has revolutionized clinical virology; virus culture and serology 
has largely become obsolete. Although selected nucleic acid-based 
tests have replaced a number of traditional bacteriology tests, by and 
large, the vast majority of these provide complementary information 
to traditional culture-based tests. Multiplex nucleic acid-based tests 
and arrays and MALDI-TOF technologies and applications are 
rapidly evolving and will inevitably have a significant effect on our 
ability to offer prompt and effective antimicrobial therapy to our 
patients. However, similar to conventional laboratory techniques, it 
is imperative that the bedside clinician be aware of the benefits and 
limitations of these new tests to provide safe and optimal patient 
care.
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